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DYNAMIC PORTFOL IO CHOICE 
UNDER ASSET PR ICE  LOGNORMALITY  
ALAIN NAIRAY* 
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9 West 57th Street 
New Yca'k, NY 10019, U.S~.. 
A .bst ract - -Th is  paper is a study of the diffusion portfolio model with asset price losnormality. 
It is shown that, for any well-behaved utility function, an explicit solution can be selected among 
the extr~mrml, by using elementary methods. Applications to several classes of utility functicms are 
presented. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In two classic papers, Merton [1,2] developed the basic model of dynamic portfolio selection in 
continuous time, and showed how the dynamic programming approach to the control of diffusions 
leads to the solution of a non-linear second order partial differential equation, the Hamilton- 
Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. Such an equation can be solved explicitly only in very particular 
cases. The method consists in guessing the correct form of the solution for a particular utility 
function and obtaining the values of the parameters by substituting the trial function into the 
HJB equation. This was applied by Merton [2] to the case of a utility function belonging to 
the HARA 1 class when asset prices are loguormally distributed. In a recent paper, Karatzas, 
Lehoczky, Sethi and Shreve [3] determine the optimal solution explicitly in the case of asset price 
loguormality for any well-behaved utility function. As a result, the trial and error procedure 
is no longer necessary. In order to obtain the optimal solution, Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi and 
Shreve prove that the HJB equation does hold and, using advanced probabilistic methods, select 
the solution among those which satisfy the first order conditions for optimality. 
This paper considers the consumption-investment problem from a different perspective and, 
by doing so, eliminates many of the difficulties previously encountered. Firstly, it is shown that, 
if the investor chooses not his absolute consumption level but instead the share of his wealth 
that will be spent on consumption (henceforth referred to as the relative consumption level), 
the derivations can be considerably simplified. Since this share has to be bounded away from 0 
and co, the extremals will never lead to a state of bankruptcy, a problem which was a major focus 
of Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi and Shreve's work. As a result, an important heorem of Lions [4] 
can be used to show the validity of the HJB equation. Secondly, the optimal controls can be 
selected among the candidates for optimality without deriving the value function explicitly. Here, 
only elementary methods are used. In fact, it suffices to apply the boundedness conditions to the 
relative consumption level. This leads to the study of the behavior of 0/0 or oo/oo indeterminate 
forms and, for that purpose, nothing more than L'Hospital's Rule is needed. At this point, it 
is worth emphasizing the role played by the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative risk aversion. 
Existence of the optimal solution depends crucially on its limiting behavior at 0 and oo. 
Finally, one has to recognize that an explicit solution to the consumption i vestment problem 
is useful only insomuch as one can learn from it more than can be derived from the first order 
*The views expressed in this paper are solely those of the author and should not be interpreted as representing 
those of CDC Capital, Incorporated. 
1 HARA stands fro- hyperbolic ~__l~Aute risk aversion. 
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condit[ons alone. Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi and Shreve [3] apply their method to the case 
of particular utility functions of the HARA class and verify that the solution agrees with the 
results of Merton [1], namely that optimal consumption and asset holdinp are linear functions 
of wealth. In this paper, optimal controls are derived for two cases which do not appear to have 
been previously studied: utility functions with afline and homographic relative risk aversion. It is 
shown that consumption and asset holdin~ can be expressed in terms of known special functions 
so that their values can be easily computed. 
2. THE MODEL 
Our basic model is that of Merton [2]. At each point in time t, the individual can either 
consume C _> 0 units of a single good or invest his or her wealth A in several risky assets and 
a risldese asset. Wealth, viewed as a stochastic process, takes only positive values. The prices 
of the risky assets are assumed to be lognormally distributed. As a result, there is no loss of 
generality [2, p. 388] in assuming that there is only one risky asset whose price process P satisfies 
the It6 stochastic differential equation 
dP = ~Pd~ + ~P dB. (1) 
B(t) is a standard Brownian motion, a and cr > 0 are constant and so is the positive interest 
rate r ~ a paid by the riskless asset. If V is invested in the risky asset, the wealth level varies 
according to the following equation derived by Merton [2]: 
dA = [A,- - C + - , .)V] dt +  VdB. (2) 
Let u(C) be a non-negative, twice differentiable, strictly increasing and concave instantaneous 
utility index and let & > 0 be the subjective discount rate. The investor wants to choose the pro- 
portions c = C/A and v = VIA of wealth consumed and invested in the risky asset, respectively, 
so as to solve 
Max E u(Ac) e -6t dt [ A(0) = . (3) 
As was pointed out in the introduction, the use of the relative consumption level c rather than 
C differs from both Merton's and Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi and Shreve's formulations. In view 
of the selection method of the optimal feedback functions c(A) and v(A) to be used below, it is 
of prime importance to impose constraints on c and v which eliminate those paths that are not 
of economic interest. It will be assumed that there exist three positive constants dl,d~ and ds, 
such that 
dl <_ c(A) <_ d2 (4) 
and 
It,(A)l < da. (5) 
It will be shown in Section 6 that one can choose dl sufficiently small and d~, da sufficiently 
large 2so that (4) and (5) will not be binding for the optimal e(A) and v(A). The maximisation 
problem defined by (3) is usually solved by stochastic dynamic programming. This is, however, an 
infinite horizon problem with a possibly degenerate wealth process. A theorem that guarantees 
that the IL]B equation is still valid is due to Lions [4, Theorem 2.1]. For the theorem to he 
applicable, 6 must he sufficiently large, s In addition, the origin must be an inaccessible boundary 
oftbe wealth process. The two issues will be addressed in Section 5 below. Under these conditions, 
J(A), the value of the Max in (3), satisfies the HJB equation 4 
-W-  + [A,. - c + -  )VlJ'(A) + u(c ' )  - 63(A),  (6) 
with c and v constrained by (4) and (5). 
2While the actual mmgnltudes of dl, d2 and ds tlmt ¢~sure xistence of the optimad solutlcm will not be invutl- 
gated in this paper, they are ~por tant  in view of s practical implementatioa. As the re6wee poJmted out, this 
invmtl|~tion is closely ~ to the "large deviations problem" in the theory og extreme value dlstrlbutimas. 
-'One also has to check the other a~umptimm ot Licm' theorem for the case of unbounded ~ and ~ o u  
coeIMclente. The reader is referred to Nairay [5, Appendix] for details. 
4 ~.e an d f0e d~nte  the first and ~ d  derivatives, respectively, of a funct i~ f.  
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Let us first consider the first order conditions that interior optimal eontrok s e(A) and v(A) 
will have to satisfy: 
J'(A) = u ' (c ) ,  (7) 
(8) ~2VJ"(A) = (r - a)d'(A). 
(6) applied to c(A) and v(A) becomes 
~r ~ V2 J ' (A)  2 + [At - C + (a - r)V~J~(A) + u(C) = 6J(A). (9) 
The functions C(A) = At(A) and V(A) - Av(A) will be called extremM- if they are continu- 
ously differentiable and satisfy (7), (8) and (9) for all A _> 0. An extremal might not satisfy the 
boundednem conditions (4) and (5). We are now in a position to derive first integrals of the HJB 
equation. 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE EXTREMALS OF THE HJB EQUATION 
Here, we only sketch the derivations of the extrems|s and refer the reader to Section 6 of [3] 
for details. Let us first derive dC/dA and dV/dA, dC/dA is emily obtained by differentiation of 
(7), which, combined with (8), yields 
d._CC (r- a~) u'(C) 
dA = o "2 Vu'(C)" 
To obtain dV/dA, it suffices to use (8) to eliminate 3" from (9) and obtain 
Differentiating both sides of (11) and using (I0), we obtain 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) dV 2(6 - r) 2 [a r -  c + (a - r) V/2] 
~-J = (a - r---7 + ~ V 
PROPOSITION 1. There exist two constants A1 and A~, independent ofu(C) and ~ven explicitly 
be/ow, and two constants kl and k~ such that any extremak C(A) and V(A) satisfy 
i=1,2. (13) [At - C + (a - r)A~V] gl + ei = ~+, 
The function gi(C) is defined by e 
]° ~,(C') = .'~'(=) d=. 
A1 < 0 and A2 > 1 are the two roots of the quadratic equation 
(14) 
(15) 
sThe commit m~ called interior if they ,mbffy (4) m~i (S) with .trict incqu~tlw. 
SThe lowor limit d intqrstlon in (14) c2m be any pmltiw ccmsttmt. I  is tslmm equal to 1 for convenie=ce only. 
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Consider the function F~,(A) ddined along extremals C(A) and V(A) by 
F.(A)- [Ar-C +(.-r)% V] u'*(C)-F f, Cu'x(z)d=, 
for some constant A. By differentiating Fa(A) and using (I0) and (12), one obtains 
[, -2u '-~ =(~- r )2~-2~,~-2  - r+ 2~-~ j~-2r .  
Since ~x sad ~2 are defined by (15), F~(A) rrmst be constant when ~ = ~1 and ~ = ~2. II 
The importance of Proposition 1 is underlined by the following corollary, which gives an explicit 
determination f the extremals: 
COItOLLARY 1. The extremab are ~ven by 
A=C+(~' - '~ I ) - I r -x [ 'Xx(g ' - /~ ' )  ~ ' ( " ; lb l )  ]  ~ , , (16) 
= 2(Or__ r)--1(~2 -- ,~1)--1 [(.ql ~ kl) ('2 -- k'~)] (17) 
L J 
PItOOF. It suffices to apply (13) for i = 1 and 2 to obtain a linear system of two equations in C 
and V. Solving it yields (16) and (17). | 
Equation (16) gives A as a function of C for any value of/h and k2. If this function is invertible, 
then C(A) becomes known and by substituting it into (17), V(A) is obtained. But C(A) and 
Y(A) still depend on kl and k~, which are unknown. To proceed further, we show that the 
coefficient of relative risk aversion must have a well specified behavior at 0 and co. This will 
also ensure that there is only one pair (~1, ~2) for which the extremak satisfy the boundedness 
conditions (4) and (5). The function A(C) defined by (16) is then shown to be invertible. 
4. RELATIVE RISK AVERSION AT 0 AND co 
Let R(C) = -Cu ' /u  e be the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative risk aversion. Let us assume 
that Pl = !~ R(C) and p2 = lira R(C) exist and that Pl is finite, Notice that p2 can be infinite. 
ctoo 
Then, for extremak to satisfy (4) and (5), Pl and p~ must be sufficiently large. The proof of the 
following lemma can be found in Appendix 1. 
LEMMA 1. For extrema/s satisfying (4) and (5) to exist, Px and p~ must be such that 
1 
> v- ,  (18) 
~2 
1 
p2 > (19) 
It is worth noting that if p~ is finite, then (19) holds if and only if u' varies regularly with 
exponent -P2. This very useful result was proved by Hube~nan and l~_c~_ [6]. Equations (18) 
and (19) provide, through ~2, a connection between the investment parameters , a and ~r, the 
subjective rate of time preference 6, and the behavior of the utility function at 0 and co. Since 
~2 is an increasing function of fi, (18) and (19) will hold if 6 is sufficiently large. An sppropriate 
lower bound for 6 will be ~ ~  in the next section, Lem 2 below, whose ~ csabe 
found in Appendix 2, d~nmMt~ates the usefulness of conditions (18) and (19). 
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lim u'(C) = +oo, (20) 
O.l.O 
lira u,(C) = 0, (21) 
cloo 
lira o~(c) < co, (22) 
Oloo 
lim Cu '~2 = 0. (23) 
o?oo 
5. THE EXTREMALS AS CANDIDATES FOR OPTIMALITY 
The extremais have been defined as continuously differentiable functions C(A) and V(A) which 
satisfy (7), (8) and (9). In order to chim that if the corresponding c(A) and v(A) satisfy (4) and 
(5), then they are potential optimal controls, one has to prove that Lions' theorem can indeed 
be applied. Difficulties arise because of two particular assumptions of the theorem. Firstly, no 
boundary conditions must be imposed on the state of the system, which is not the case here 
since wealth is assumed to be non-negative. Secondly, the discount rate 6 must be larger than 
some positive constant A0 [4, assumption (10)]. We first show that, for the class of extremals 
constrained by (4) and (5), bankruptcy can never occur. As a result, the wealth process is fully 
specified by (2) with no boundary condition at zero. 
PROPOSITION 2. For extrema/s sat/s?ying (4) and (5), and for 
(O~ --  r )  2 
6>60=v+( l+p i  -1) ~ , (24) 
the origin is a natura/boundary of the wealth process. 
PltOOF. Mandl [7] has shown that 0 is a natural and, therefore, inaccessible boundary of the 
wealth process if and only if the following integrals are divergent at 0: 
a(z)  - re(s) dpCs), H(z) = p(s) din(s). 
d is an arbitrary positive constant, re(s) and p(s) are defined by 
~d fg m(z) = 2eD(~)u-2V -9- dA, p(z) = ~d z e -D(A) dA, 
with [ D(A) -- 2~-2V-2[,T - C + (~ - ,')Vl dy. 
First, we determine the behavior of D(A) and re(A) as A I 0. Let T(A) be the integrand in 
D(A). Then 
A T(A) = 2~-2[v -  c + (~ - r)v] v -2.  
It suffices to substitute the limits of c and v derived in the proof of Lemma 1 to show that AT(A) 
has a limit L. Since Pl is finite, so is L, whose explicit value is 
L = l imAT(A) = 1 +Pl - 2P1~2(6 - r)(~ - r) -2. 
A10 
Assumption (24) is equivalent to L < 0. In what follows, "A sufficiently small" will mean A < d 
for a proper choice of the positive constant d. Since L < 0, AT < Ko for some negative constant 
K0 and for A sufficiently small. By integration, we obtain D > Ko log(A/d), which proves that 
limD(A) = +oo. Hence, llme D = -boo. Since l ir~ov(A ) is finite, there exists a positive constant 
At0 A~0 
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Kx such that 2¢-SV-Se I) > KxA -s for A small enough. Integrating between A and d yields 
-re(A) > KI(A - l  - d- l ) .  Hence, lim re(A) -- -oo. 
Ato 
We can now determine the limits of G(A) and H(A). As A ] O, m(A)/(A-Ze 1)) takes a 
oo/oo form to which L'Hospital's Rule can be applied. It yields lira A rn(A)e D = 2~Sp~t(a - r) -s 
AI0 
(L - 1) -1 < 0. In other words, there exists a negative constant Ks such that, for A sufficiently 
small, A re(A) e -D < Ks/A. By integration, we obtain limG(A) = +oo and 0 is therefore inacces- 
At0 
sible. Since lime -z) = 0, p(A) has a finite negative limit. There exists a negative constant Ks such 
AI0 
that p(A) < Ks for A small enough, which implies H(A) > Kam(A) and lim H(A) = +oo. Hence, 
A~0 
0 is a natural boundary. | 
As can be seen from the proof of Lemma I, (18) is equivalent to 6 > 6o - rpl + (a - r)~r -s. 
Hence, (24) implies (18). Similarly, (19) is equivalent to 
(O~ -- r )  2 
a > 6 = r(1 - p2) - (1 - p l) (25) 
It follows that (18), (19) and (24) will be satisfied as long as 
6 > = Max (6o, 61). (26) 
If ps > pl and, in particular, if P2 is infinite, (26) reduces to 6 > 60. From this point on, it will 
be assumed that the utility f~nction, 5, r, a and ~r are such that (~6) holds. 
Let us now turn to the selection of the constant )t0 of Lions' theorem. Since A is strictly 
p~itive, it is legitimate to consider the transformation A --~ log(A). Using It6's Lemma and (2), 
we obtain: 
log(A) can be taken as the state of the system instead of A. But, in the preceding equation, 
neither the drift nor the ditTnsion term depends on log(A). In such a case, Krylov [8, Lemma 3] 
has shown that ~0 can be chosen arbitrarily as long as it is positive. In view of (26), it suffices 
to set )to - -  6. 
6. DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
PROPOSITION 3. Under conditions (26), only one pair [C(A), V(A)] of continuonsIy differentiable 
extrenuds can be optimal. It is characterized by the following values o[ kl and ks: 
~0 
1 
~1 = - -  'lt;, '~Xz (Z)  d.~, 
ks = u'~'(z)dx. 
(27) 
(28) 
PROOF. Constraint (4) implies that lira C(A) = 0 and lira C(A) = -I-o0, while A/C  = 1/c must 
A~O ATvo 
remain bounded. The ides of the proof is to show that if kl and/~s are not given by (27) and 
(28), then, ha neighborhoods of 0 and +oo, A/C  cannot be bounded. Corollary 1 implies 
A 1+(A2_Al)_ r_lC_l[)tl(gs t2 ) A(Sl tl)] 
C = r g2 gz " 
(20) 
Let us first consider the case of A T oo. By (21), (91 - kl)/Cg~ takes a oo/oo indeterminate 
form to which L'Hospitsl's Rule can be applied. It implies that lira (gz -k l ) /Cg~ - -  (1-Alp~) -1, 
ctoo 
which is finite. Turning to the term (gs - ks)/Cg~ in (29), we notice that, as C goes to -I-oo, 
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the denominator goes to 0 (due to (22)) while the numerator has a finite limit. A/C can remain 
bounded only if k2 - lirn g2, which is (28). To see that it is indeed bounded, it suffices to apply 
cToo 
L'Hospital's Rule to the 0/0 form to obtain lim (g~ - k~)/C~ -- (I - A2p2) - l ,  which is finite 
ctoo 
due to (19). 
Let us now turn to the case of A ~ 0. It is convenient to rewrite (29) as 
A . -  ! "1" (~2 -- ~1) -1r - l c  - lu ' -~ l  [~1(~2 -- ~2) tllX''x:l --  ~2(~l. -- ~1)]. 
C r 
When llmg2 is finite, the first term in the bracket clearly goes to 0. When the limit is in- 
Ct0 
fimte, L'Hospit~'s Rule applied to the same first term (o co/co form) yiel& a )irnlt of 0 due 
to (18) and (20). As the second term tends to a finite limit, A/C can be bounded only i f /h is 
given by (27). To check boundedness, it suffices to apply L'Hospital's Rule once more and to 
use (18). m 
The constants/:, and/~2 having been determined, (18) and (17) can be rewritten as 
A = ~r + (~" - ~)-~r-~ ~ - ~" ' 
(h~h,) 
(30) 
(31) 
with 
c 
h, (c )  = 
h2(C) = - Jc  u tz)  ax. 
(32) 
(33) 
PROPOSITION 4. The function A(C) defined by (30) is invertible. 
PROOF. Combining (10) and (31), one obtains 
h2 h i )  dA = 2~2( ~-  r)_2(~2_ ~1)_1.,,.,_ 1 ~ b~ 
dC 
From (32) and (33), one concludes that ~ > 0. A(C) is therefore invertible. m 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we show how the method just presented can be applied to utility functions 
of increasing complexity. In view of the importance played by R(C) in the determination f kl 
and ~2, the utility functions will be specified according to the functional form of their coefficient 
of relative risk aversion. Given R(C), u'(C) can be recovered by nsing7 
u'(C) =exp [- / C-IR(C)dC] . (34) 
Since the case of a constant relative risk aversion is well-known, we proceed irectly to the 
study of other cases. 
EXAMPLE 1. Affme relative risk aversion. 
Let R(C) = mC+n, where m and,  are positive constants with 6 > r+( l+,  -1) (~-r)2/2~ 2 
due to (26). Using (34) we obtain 
. '(C) = e- ' c  c -". 
TWithout loss of generality, he multlpllcatlve c, mstant is taken equal to 1. 
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The flint task is to derive hi(C) and h2(C). (32) and (33) yield 
I ° h1(6') - e~( -A lmz)  z -~ ' "dx ,  
/? h~(C) - - ~p( - ,~2mz)  x-~'"dz. 
Using a change of variables, these integrals can be expressed in terms of the incomplete gamma 
function 7(s, z) and its complement r(s, z) defined by 
We obtain 
7(s,z) = e - t t ' - l~  for 
r(s, z) = e-lt '-I dr. 
s>0,  
hi(C) = (~tlm) A1n-1 7(1 - ~tln, ~ltnC), 
h2(C) = - (A2m)  ~2"-~ r(l - A2n, A2mC). 
As can be seen from (30) and (31), it is desirable to express hl/h~ and h2/h~ in as rumple a 
form as possible. This is accomplished through the transformation of the incomplete gamma 
functions into the degenerate hypergeometric functions s of the first and second kind, @(s,t, z) 
and W(s, t, z), respectively. 
As explained in [9, p. 940], the transformation yields 
7(1 - Aln, AlmC) -- (1 - Aln) -1 (AlmC)I-AIne -AlmC @(1,2 - Aln, AlmC), 
r (1  - A2n, A2mC) = (A~mC) 1 -~ e -~'"~c ~(1, 2 - A~n, A2mC). 
It follows that hl/h~ and h~/h~ can be expressed by 
h~l = (1 -- ~tln) "1 C@(1 ,2  - ~ ln ,~ lmC) ,  
h--!2 = -C  ~(1,  2 - A2n, A2mC). 
The ratios of wealth and asset holdings to consumption are, therefore, given by 
= r -1 - (~2 - ~1)-1r-1[~1~(1,  2 - A~n, ~2mC) 
C 
+ A2(1 - A1n)-1@(1, 2 - A1n, AImC)], 
V _ 2(a - r)-1(A2 - A1)-I[(1 - A1n)-1@(1, 2 - A1n, A lmC)  
C 
+ ~(1, 2 - A2n, A2mC)]. 
This proves that under afline relative risk aversion, both A/C and V/C are affme combinations 
of degenerate hypergeometric functions. It is worth noting that a similar method of derivation 
can be applied when the coeff~ient of relative risk aversion is of the form R(~ = rn~ + n, 
where s is a positive constant. It suffices to apply the transformation z = C'  to the integrals in 
(32) and (33). 
EXAMPLE 2. Homographic relative risk aversion 
We now assume that R(C) is given by 
R(C) = c(pc + +. ,  
SThe~ functio~ are defined in Gradahteyn mad Ry~hilt [9, p. 1058] and in Lebedev [10, pp. ~0-2~3|. 
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where p, q, and n are positive constants. 9 For (26) to be satisfied, one must assume 6 > r+ 
(1 + n-1)(~ - r)2/2~ 2. A straightforward application of (34) yields 
. ' (c) = (pc + q)- ' / .c-".  
Let F(s, t, 7, z) be the hypergeometric function defined by 
s t 8(8 + 1) t (t + 1) z2 +.  
F("'t'~'") = 1 + ~-T.lz + ~(~ + X).X.2 " "  
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [9, pp. 284-285] show that hi and h2 can both be expressed in terms 
of F as follows: 
hl(C) = (1- ~,n)-lq-~'/'Cl-~'"F (~, l -  ~ln,2- ~ln,---~-) ,
h,(C) =-  (~ + ~,n-1)-mp-x'lec 1-x'n-x'l, 
x F \-~-- ~ + ,~2n - 1, + ,~nn,- • 
As in the preceding example, one can transform the hypergeometric terms in order to factor 
out h i and h~. The appropriate transformation is stated in [9, p. 1043]. It yields, after some 
rearrangement of terms, 
"~1hl =(l_~ln)_lC(1..I._.~_) F(2_~ln_~,l,2_~1n,__..~_) 
-1 
)t2 + 
Substitution of these expressions into (30) and (31) gives A and V as functions of C. Due to 
Proposition 4, A(C) can be inverted so that one can express both C and V as functions of A. This 
does not mean, however, that these are elementary functions. In fact, only for particular values 
of the parameters i the hypergeometrie function expressible in terms of elementary functions. 
The reader is referred to [9, pp. 1040-1042] for details on these particular cases. 
8. CONCLUSION 
This paper has shown that the optimal consumption and asset holdings can be selected among 
the extremals in a simple manner, as long as asset prices are lognormally distributed. The method 
of proof depends fundamentally on the time independence of the value function. As a result, an 
attempt o generalize it to the case of non-antonomous a set price processes would probably be 
futile. In contrast, the relaxation of the lognormality assumption offers more hope. As long as 
the asset price diifusion process is autonomous, it is conceivable that similar derivations could 
be used when the first order conditions are sufficiently tractable. Whether such an appropriate 
class of price processes exists remains an open question. In any case, further research in that 
direction is certainly warranted in view of the somewhat unrealistic haracter of the lognormality 
assumption. 
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APPENDIX  1 
PROOF OF  LEMMA I 
Uting L'Howitd's Rule, (4), (S) mul the =mumed c~m&mou= ~ t y  d C and V for A ~ 0, we obtain 
o < d= < UmC'(A) = Umc(A) < 
- .4~o AtO - -  
o < d~ < lira C'(A) ffi nm ~(A) < d= 
- -  AToo AToo --  
l~wri t ins (t0) u 
aad taking limits yields 
and - d3 < llm Ve(A) = limu(A) < da, 
- AIO Ai.O + - 
==d - d, <Um V'(A) = ~a= ~,(A) < ~.  
- -  Al~ AT~ 
, ,~(C)C' (A)  = (o - ,J,.)~, 
(o - .) u= V'(A)  = (= - "..--.-!) ,=d I;,.. V'(A) = ~-'Z~--~" 
AIO ~ r2 P l  AToo 
Then it ==.~ce= to rewrite (12) as 
[2 (6 -  r) + (o - r)] 2(r - =), 
, ,V'(A) = tT~' ; -~  ~ J  "+ 
anct to take l;m!t= in the prec'! , , -  exlmmb~ to obtain 
-:{-'"-+ [' 
u= C'(A) - - 2 ~= 2,,= ] AtO p, -2  - r  p~" 
{ I, } 1 -21= - r)= - 2 - r p~-I _ 2r AT=Urn C'(A) = - i  p~ ~= 2,,= ] " 
Th,. ¢=d,v b=..~t. =re ..q,=d to th= v=h=. t.k.= b~ th= ~ ~ ~.. tl= h/~ h.~- ~ ~ (~ wh=n 
one ~bet l tu t~ p~ "t u,d #,~ t for A. Siaoe the limi~ dCe(A)  must be pmltlve, it feaows tlmt p~ "I amd~ 1 mamt 
Ire .itS=fly ~ betwe~ th= two root. X= .=d X= ot (iS), which ~ (m) .ad (~e). II 
APPmNDIX  2 
PROOF OF  LEMMA 2 
When p= i. finite, the regular varlatk= of u' =m be reed to Were (21)-(=) by =mdfmg the ms/re on rqular 
variatlon died In H ~  mid Rms [e~ ARpendlx]. Since tlmm remlt= are qulte laveived md ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
== ehfeat=~ I. w~f=ed. (10) h=plh, t lm ~C)  > X= -~ + ¢ f= C h fp  ==~t~ with c = (m - X= -~)12 > 0. 
,8 ---- 1 4" ~2c > 1. Then .8+ ~3Cu'/~' < 0 so that C.eu *~= is ~ f w  C suBa::kmt~ Imp. T ~ ,  
to th= pro=r d (=o), (m) ~,u , .  th= n(c)  > 0 ~.o== p=m~,e  ,~,a s .  c ,= ,d  ~ , ,wc  < ~.  
.=,=. ,  - , IC  _> ,,,,/.,, ,,!=~,, by ~ ~  ~ ~v)  - ~ _ L=eb'(m! '~[ , ,~(¢) ] .  "r,.,- 
pro~. (2o). II 
